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Waiting –
The other day I was waiting in line at the grocery store with my partner. We stood six feet from the
people in front of or behind us, as marked by the yellow tape lines laid out on the sidewalk. After
waiting for roughly ten minutes, making small talk and bobbing in place to some music on our
earbuds, we heard a small clatter behind us. We turned to see a woman’s purse on the ground, its
contents scattered and her glove-wrapped hands racing to pick up gum wrappers, a wallet, and her
other belongings as quickly as she could.

Less than a month ago we would be down on the ground, helping her collect her items together and
place them back in her bag. But in this time, I had to actively stop my boyfriend from physically
helping this woman. It felt wrong, against every neighborly thing I was taught to do. Guilt in this
context is strange. We had to maintain distance, it was the responsible thing to do.

All we could do was ask “Are you ok?” from six feet away.

The thing about social distancing is that it brings separation to something that should be so close and
so felt. How do we form community when closeness is unachievable? How do we practice physical
distance while maintaining social solidarity? We still need to connect, to feel, to hold. Living in a
time of pandemic, where touch has become taboo, has emphasized the need for all of us to have and
hold physical connection.

When I came back to my studio after that trip, I revisited a piece I was in the middle of carving
before quarantine began. While I held the wood I had been shaping, I returned to a recurring idea
that had been pervasive in my studio practice for a long time. As we’ve spent the last few weeks in

law-enforced quarantine and socially-enforced social distancing there is something in these objects
to connect. There is a power to the things we make and carry with us, a power that carries the
moments we experience with them.

In Vibrant Matter, contemporary philosopher, Jane Bennett, focuses on how material that is handled,
worked with, and spent time with, accumulates that contact. That objects have a memory of how
they have been treated and shaped. Perhaps these objects, these works of art and labor and time, can
act as the necessary surrogates when conventional contact is deferred.

By spending my time with an object, carving it, refining its form it becomes a condensed and
embodied block of my time in contact with it. And if that object can then be handed off and held by
another, by you, it can transfer that time. In an age of isolation these objects become the place
holder and the mediator of disallowed social contact and communal experience. They become
devices against alienation and towards community. The vibrancy is transferred from the maker to
the object to the wearer and beholder.

The objects we make offer us a chance at maintaining what makes us human. They allow us to
connect empathically with each other and with material when we are otherwise forced to disconnect.
These made objects become the most sensual experiences we can share, and the importance of this
tactile, physical binding together cannot be overstated in this moment. This type of matter is how
we can hold each other. It is how we can connect. It is how we can be together, even from six feet
away.

My Father Was a Jewish Carpenter, And So Was His Everything I learned about woodworking was from my Grandfather.

My parents worked late and travelled often for their jobs so my grandparents picked me up from
school, fed me dinner, and often read me bedtime stories with their heavy Yiddish accents. My
weekends and afternoons when I wasn’t helping my Grandma Rosie cook in their sunken, midcentury oak kitchen, were spent with my grandfather in his garage woodshop. He had his saws, his
mock-ups, his false work for ongoing projects all staged on a wall opposite his parked white Chevy.

My grandfather, Lew, was a gentle soul considering all he had gone through in his life. Lew was a
third-generation German-Jewish carpenter and he often took me along to his worksites. I’d come
along to houses-in-progress and see him build from the foundation up to the smallest mitered detail
until the house became somewhere someone lived. I watched and he made sure I learned. It wasn’t
until I was older that I fully understood why it was so important to him that I learn these skills.

By the time my grandfather made it to America after fleeing the Nazi’s, he lost his home, his
livelihood, contact with his siblings, and any reminder of where he came from that he could not
carry with him. He was sixteen years old when he arrived in New York.

He lost his world and arrived in a land where he could barely even speak the language, but what he
could do was build. Carpentry was the way he could feed himself and prove his worth in a society
that saw a refugee as nothing but a burden.

Like many displaced people, my family is without heirlooms. The silver Judaica and ritual objects
central to our sense of self and cultural identity were either left behind or destroyed as he and his
fled Germany. He had no objects to pass down, but he did have skills and stories that told us who
we were.

I can say that sawdust is in my blood. But this process is more than that. The lessons from my
Grandfather and watching him continue to live his life after taught me a philosophy of making
beyond just method. Woodworking and wood carving feel like home to me. Making is an act of
preservation. Wood as material in this process is a loud voice to converse with. As a tree grows it
collects. Its rings accumulate the events that it witnesses and its bark is tarnished by the time it
endures. Wood is a story teller in its own materiality. It is obvious to say trees are living, but the
wood of their corpses has the scars they collect throughout life. Wood is an archive that’s catalogue
has been terminated.

Carving back into the block of wood is a way of exposing the inherent tension in its material
records. Carving has always been an act of truth for me. It is a uniquely reciprocal practice that
necessitates acknowledging the material agency of what you are carving. But carving is also
consequential. Carving is an act of finality – there is no going back, to return to a state before
wounds were enacted upon the material by my hands. It is an allowance to move forward, to
embrace error as new path. It allows forms inherent to the blank or block of the material to be
released from their entombment.

My practice is in pursuit of practicing material empathy. There is a level of tenderness required by
this developed empathetic understanding. You need to develop an interdependent sense of

sympathy with the material and recognize its role in this exchange and embrace the agency of the
object we arrive at together.

It is through this process I can begin to replace the objects we lost. Create rather than destroy
lineages. Build and reconstruct.

Passing
When I began this body of work I was thinking about trauma- the trauma that comes with being the
other, and the effect of being alienated from where you come from.

When made other, a body comes under stress. Space ceases to conform to its presence and
movements. The societal structures that are meant to guide, support, and confine the conventional
body all fail and fall short.

To pass, in a queer dialogue, is to be able to be seen as the conventional or the expected. Passing is an
allowance to exist without constant fear of retaliation for being your authentic self in a system where
authenticity is antagonistic, undesirable, other, queer. Passing is a privilege that is not afforded to all
bodies that might need it in order to survive, but passing is also a practice of potential erasure. If the
body blends, it is because it camouflages the wounds enacted upon it to pretend.
The passing body is still in this state of otherness, of ongoing inflicted alienation – The price of
passing is to suffer in silence. This is an inherently traumatic experience, and our society’s coping
mechanisms for trauma have been a point of frustration for me. The expectation of “closure” of
“resolution” of “moving on” and that trauma was something to be “undone”.

The knot works became an opportunity to explore the un-ending, ongoing nature of living with
trauma in a way that allowed me to embrace the tenderness and slowness that working with it
required. When I approach the blank of wood, the knots and their forms are already within. As I
spend time with the wood, carving, removing material, refining the surfaces and refining the
wounds, the knots lighten, the knots loosen.

I call them “Partially Undone” and that’s all they can ever be. They are gestures rendered slowly in
between being fully tightened and unraveled. They are given the allowance and power to be
perpetually unresolved. They are objects of tension that bind nothing in place but their own
existence, and they will never come undone. My “Partially Undone Knots” pass as knots - as notwood. Until they are handled, the weight, or lack thereof, defies what is conventionally expected of
the dark hue, and the drapery of the strands holds its form as its moved through space. They are
wooden and unmoving, and this is only fully understood once you hold them in your hands, wear
them and move with them.

There is an unspoken rule about wood carving, in that once you are finished carving you are not
done. Caring for a piece of hardwood that has been handled and shaped is a commitment within
itself. My objects don’t just need to be worn to perform, but to be maintained. To make sure that
the wood doesn’t dry, crack, and break there is an adage that you need to oil the wood:

Once an hour for a day,
Once a day for a week
Once a week for a month,
Once a month for a year,
And once a year for a life time.

There is no moment of resolution, only development as they are lived with – and this ongoing
relationship is how we work against alienation. It is how we foster connection and how I can
practice the tenderness I need in my studio.

Fasteners Between Jewelry is inherently relational – it is always in relationship to the body it is worn by, in relationship
to the environment it is worn through, and in conversation with the societal systems within which it
is created. It is this reciprocal relationship that allows these objects to be agents against isolation.
Jewelry is unfixed in its physical nature, but also in the discourses that it moves between.

The field of contemporary jewelry is in constant interplay between dialogues of art, craft, design,
decoration, object, fashion, product, ornament, commodity, frivolity, et al. Jewelry exists between,
among, and outside of these categories, and that indeterminate, non-fixed position is a position of
power. Being able to move with bodies and between dialogues allow these works of art to infiltrate
beyond the boundaries they would otherwise be contained and limited by.

Most of my works exist as pendants or brooches – formats that allow them to be carried with and
worn, without requiring the wearer to enter the body of the object. However, many of the works in
this series also exist in equal capacity off the body and in site.

Many of the pieces have additional objects and intermediaries that act as fasteners between the knot
and the body or the building. Hooks, dowels, rings – all moments that allow the object to move
between body and place without being unresolved in either home. There is an always the potential
for the knot to exist fully in its agency in either fashion. It is this level of familiarity – this sense of
living with that excites me. The knot passes enough to allow you to approach and be confronted by
its refusal to behave as expected.

Patterns Break, PersistIn the heart of the historic Jewish Quarter in Prague there is the Old Jewish Cemetery. Flanking the
stone paths that snake through the mounded earth are piles of grave markers, butting up against
each other. The plots are overused and stack on top of each-other so much that the land of the
cemetery stands over a story taller than the streets that lead to it. The burial grounds are an
overwhelming place of silence. The Old Jewish Cemetery’s power as location is so palpable that
even Adolf Hitler once declared that it should be preserved as a “Monument to an Extinct Race”
after his final solution had been completed.

Growing up as a queer body in the rural Midwest I had always felt slightly foreign to where I was
born. I went to Europe to go to the “beginning” as far as I was aware to see if I could find space
that was more natural. I spent months working and traveling between various cities in Central and
Eastern Europe chasing the ghosts of heritage and homeland. I thought if I could feel backwards
and find where I’m from, I would be able to figure out where to go.

I spent a lot of time studying the architecture and landscapes of the Jewish Quarter in Prague. There
is a Sephardic Temple less than 100 meters from the famed Old Jewish Cemetery of Prague. When I
visited, the Synagogue was doing restoration, but the organizers allowed us to enter and explore the
temple. I spent more time sitting and staring than I expected. It is darkly funny to sit in a building
ornamented with a pattern that seems to go on forever, in perpetuity, meant for a population that
was meant to endure, only for it and its people to fall to ruin. And in that moment, to see it labor to
restore itself, slowly.

I sat in the congressional hall stunned in a pew. Rich corals and deep blues of patterned tiles
embellished upon otherwise barren walls, bathed in the light from framed patterned glass window.
Stars fit into triangles that radiate into tessellated celestial forms tiling into the wall behind the
central ark of the congregation. The pattern was so specific and so familiar.

These sacred, geometric patternings have been used to adorn temples and places of worship as a
stand in for divine bodies for millennia. These patterns have been preserved in structure that
because of conquest have served as synagogues, churches, mosques, and cathedrals yet the divine
certainty of these ornamental designs persists.

Diagrammatic proportions of divine bodies, tessellated as repeats. These patterns are embodied
concentrations of the sacred made ubiquitous. This was me in a moment of removal, I had no
reason to stay for as long as I did in that temple. I sat with it because I saw and felt. I entered that
temple out of a duty I felt to see where I had “come from.” In that moment, removed from all the
reasons I felt obliged to be there, the connection was palpable and resonant.

The thing about patterns is even when they’re removed from their entirety, their parts still indicate
the place they fit back into. There is an indication that they go on, potentially forever. Patterns
persist. Even though we don’t always recognize them, they are laid out before us.

I will keep coming back to them - again and again.

Partially Undone Knot I
Brooch
Hand-carved Salvaged Cherry. Sterling Silver
2019

Partially Undone Knot IV
Pedant
Hand-carved Salvaged Cherry
2019

Partially Undone Knot II
Brooch
Hand-carved Salvaged Cherry. Sterling Silver
2019

Still (Net)
Brooch
Hand-carved Salvaged Cherry. Sterling Silver
2019

Partially Undone Knot V
Pendant
Hand-carved Salvaged Cherry. Copper
2020

Partially Undone Knot III
Brooch
Hand-carved Salvaged Cherry. Sterling Silver
2019
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